Abstract. This paper describes a new approach using particle swarm optimisation (PSO) within AdaBoost for object detection. Instead of using the time consuming exhaustive search for finding good features to be used for constructing weak classifiers in AdaBoost, we propose two PSO based methods in this paper. The first uses PSO to evolve and select the good features only and the weak classifiers use a kind of decision stump. The second uses PSO for both selecting the good features and evolving weak classifiers in parallel. These two methods are examined and compared on a pasta detection data set. The experiment results show that both approaches perform quite well for the pasta detection problem, and that using PSO for selecting good individual features and evolving associated weak classifiers in AdaBoost is more effective than for selecting features only for this problem.
Introduction
Object detection attempts to determine the existence of specific objects in a set of images and, if present, to determine the locations, sizes and shapes of these objects. It is a challenging problem because objects can occur under different poses, lighting conditions, backgrounds and clutter. It often utilises a trained binary classifier/detector that can distinguish the objects of interest from the background (including objects of other classes).
One of the methods that was intensively investigated to improve the performance of object detection/classification is to use an ensemble of classifiers emulating the advantage of the "power of a group". Instead of attempting to build a single (strong) classifier, a bundle of classifiers that individually are not necessarily powerful, are grouped to share the burden of the classification/detection task. Studies have shown that the performance of the ensemble is better than any of its components acting alone [1] . A large number of combination schemes and ensemble methods have been proposed in literature (for a survey see [2] ), which can be categorised into two approaches. The first approach is the use of an ensemble of accurate, well trained classifier members. The effectiveness of this approach depends on the accuracy and diversity of the members [3, 4] . To achieve good performance, the individual members in the ensemble should exhibit low error rates and produce uncorrelated errors.
The second approach to ensemble classification is to allow more tolerance to the accuracy of the individual classifiers, which are used as weak classifiers for making an assembly [5] . Two popular methods are Bagging and Boosting, which both rely on re-sampling the features to obtain different training sets for each of the classifiers. Bagging [6] is based on combining classifiers each individually trained on a bootstrap replica of the original training set. Boosting refers to a general and provably effective method of producing an accurate ensemble by combining rough and moderately inaccurate rules of thumb. The idea of Boosting has its roots in PAC (Probably Approximately Correct) learning [7] . Kearns and Valiant [8] proved the fact that learners, each performing only slightly better than random, can be combined to form an arbitrarily good ensemble hypothesis [9] .
Adaboost is an "adaptive boost" algorithm [10] that solves many of the practical difficulties of the early boosting algorithms. A major idea is to maintain a distribution (set of weights) over the training set. All weights are initially set equally, but at each iteration, the weights of incorrectly classified examples are increased so that the weak learner is forced to focus on the hard examples in the training set. Viola and Jones [11] make a successful application of Adaboost to face and pedestrian detection. The algorithm builds an ensemble of weak classifiers with each classifier based on a single feature called Haar-like features. There are typically hundreds of thousands of features available and Adaboost uses an exhaustive search to find the set of best features for discriminating between positive and negative examples. So this exhaustive search usually involves a very high computational cost for finding the best features for use of the weak classifiers. Another limitation of Adaboost is that it does not specify how to train a weak classifier and it is left to the practitioner to decide the nature of classifier.
Goals
To avoid these limitations, the goal of this paper is to investigate a new approach using PSO within AdaBoost for object detection. Instead of using an exhaustive search, we aim to use PSO to automatically search for good features to reduce the computational cost. We will consider two PSO approaches for this purpose. The first one (AdaBoostPSO1) considers using PSO to evolve and select the good features only and the weak classifiers use a kind of decision stump. The second (AdaBoostPSO2) considers using PSO for both selecting the good features and evolving weak classifiers parallelly. These approaches will be examined and compared on a pasta detection data set, which was derived from the competition at GECCO 2006. Specifically, we investigate:
-how PSO can be used for selecting good features to be used by the weak classifiers in AdaBoost; -whether the two PSO approaches can achieve acceptable results on the pasta data set; and -whether AdaBoostPSO2 outperforms AdaBoostPSO1 on this problem.
In the remainder of the paper, Section 2 briefly describes the background about Adaboost for object detection and PSO. Section 3 describe the new
